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cooked and eaten by an audacious Mohummedan,  burst
through his belly, and came forth alive —
He ate a cock,
In oil having cooked it,
Prom the Mech's body,
You called it, Bechnra !
Whence the people of Goozerat say to a person who keeps
back from another what is due to him, ' Take care, lest it
* prove a Boucherajee's cock to you ' Lame, blind, and other
impotent persons, persons desiring a son, or other blessing,
make vows to Boucherajee , they approach her temple, and
there remain seated beside the Man Surowur, abstaining from
all food, until they fancy that they have heard the Mata
promising to them the accomplishment of their desires, when
they arise and return home Those who are indebted to
Boucherajee for the gift of a son, gratefully call him after her
name, ' Bechur' Vows to Boucherajee are made even by
persons professing the Jam religion
The officiating priests of this goddess are Brahmins, but the
musicians and some of the other servants are Mohummedans
The owners of the temple's revenues are persons called Kuma-
leeas,1 said to be about one hundred in number, of both sexes,
and of all ages, and who assert themselves to have been
created by the goddess Though they worship Boucherajee,
and bear about her trident, they nevertheless profess the
Mohummedan lehgion, a fact which they account for by pre-
tending to have been forcibly converted by Allah-ood-deen
Only the less valuable offerings, however, are the property of
the Kumaleeas, those which are more costly being reserved
under the care of the Guikowar's officers, for the expenses of
the temple The right of the Kumaleeas to even the share
which they enjoy is, moreover, disputed by the Rajpoot land-
holders of the neighbouring village of K&Iree A few years ago,
these, to the number of about forty, simultaneously entered
the precincts of Boucherajee by the three doors, and put to
death as many of the Kumaleeas as they could find Their
victims, about ten in number, were buried outside the gate of
[For the legend of tlie creation of the Kamalia attendants on the
goddess Bahuchara or Bechrajl, see Bombay Gazetteer, via, 012 ]

